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FORMAT
A performance-lecture as an episode of the journey on and around a Roman road, walks along 
topics gathered during the running PhD in the Arts ‘Le Journal d’un Usager de l’Espace. Trace a 
Roman Road.’ (2012-).
CONTEXT
Le journal d’un usager de l’espace is a heterogeneous artistic practice in which the interest is focused 
on a space that’s at the same time geographical, sensory and social. In my PhD the Arts, I outline step 
by step The Tracing of a Roman Road 1 and examine narrative practices within an artistic context 
through photography, video, drawings, sound, writing… By means of tracing and with walking as 
a driving force, The Tracing of a Roman Road investigates tactics to assimilate a place and its popu-
lation as objective material into an artistic vocabulary. It crystallises concepts linked to the (Roman) 
Road such as colonisation, (tele)communication, the infrastructure of networks, ingenuity, ‘being on 
the way’, road diversions, etc… in a contemporary light. The investigation focuses rather on walking 
off the established paths (see GR walking routes) so as to trace the unheard-of (find a track, create a 
track) and explain it via a new visual territory (a topos-poetry). Thus, an atlas of narratives gradually 
comes into being during the doctorate, narratives which originate from the personal experiences 
on and around the Roman Road. The narrative takes the form of a line of thought, a scenario, or so-
mething linguistic – or all three simultaneously. The atlas juxtaposes two and three-dimensional nar-
ratives developed at scale with photos, drawings, models, installations, films, testimonies, maps…
1. There are several archaeological hypotheses in Belgium regarding the location of the Roman Roads in the 
Belgian landscape in the 4th century AD. For the purpose of this doctoral project I’ve chosen the map “Roman 
Belgium during the Late Imperial Period” at a scale of 1:500,000 by A. Mertens & A. Despy-Meyer printed by the 
M.G.I. in 1965, in which the Roman Road ran from Boulogne-sur-mer, Kortrijk, Kester, Brussels, Tienen, Tongeren, 
Maastricht, Heerlen to Köln. This Roman Road crosses a large number of (cultural) boundaries and today almost 
corresponds to our linguistic border. 
TRACING AS WALKING ALONG
In tracing, seen as tracing tracks or making tracks, you can have different ways of moving. In this 
performance-lecture the focus is lying on walking along topics. It is a way of perceiving and inhabi-
ting tracing based on the study case of a Roman road. This way of working doesn’t only point out the 
potentials of the act of connecting topics together, but also to identify relationships between topics 
and what this crystallises. Those interlacements, experienced by a walker, draw out a specific role in 
how we inhabit and represent our surroundings. It is an exploration in the discrepancy between the 
representation of the exact topographic map and a narrative of the traveller.
The moment evokes continuity and a specific given time in space that can be shared with others. 
Tracing as walking along, constitutes a space wherein knowledge and explorations are shared. This 
action, proper to the thinking of the artist Paul Klee,  is an interpretation of a line which is taking you 
for a walk. The essence lies in the action of drawing along and in the continuity of that action. The aim 
is not to display the network of lines, but to unfold their meshwork.
LECTURING
lecture
an educational talk to an audience, esp. to students in a university or college.
ORIGIN late Middle English (in the sense [reading, a text to read] ): from Old French, or from medie-
val Latin lectura, from Latin lect- ‘read, chosen,’ from the verb legere. (Oxford Dictionary of English)
Telling a story establishes relations in between past events by tracing new paths in the world. 
Others can walk along again on this paths and weave their own interlacements/relations to this 
topics. Lecturing is an attempt to go one step beyond. An endeavour that tests oral transmission. 
It represents itself as a declaration; illustrating topics by a reading and delineating a space of 
knowing. The lecturing characterizes itself as a dynamic process. Every performance-lecture takes 
its own variations in the structuring of the content, tempo and space-time. It explores the trialogue 
of ‘lecturer-space-public’. At any time it wonders/wanders for new perspectives in its research field.
DESCRIPTION
In a room there is a stone displayed on a basement. It is a sand stone found on one of the fragments 
of the Roman road I walk on since 2012. It was found and collected on the trajectory Braine-L’Alleud / 
Lembeek. A photograph of the statue of General Foch hangs up at the eye level on a wall a few steps 
further, was made on the trajectory Cassel (France)/ Vlamertinge (Belgium).
Depending on the scale of the room the photograph and the stone are separated a few steps from 
each other. So does a projection facing the wall with the photograph. The dimension of the projection 
has at least a 200 cm basement line and is projected 120 cm from the floor on a white wall. The pro-
jection contains slides and movies showing recordings and views from the running PhD ‘Le Journal 
d’un Usager de l’Espace. Trace a Roman Road.’
In the room there are some chairs welcoming a public to listen and to join the performance-lecture 
organised in a time schedule of ca. of 30 minutes. They can choose if they need to sit or not. Once 
the performance starts, the lecturer (me) walks with them along a stone, a photograph of a general 
general and a projection.
The performance-lecture evokes, along the presented elements, ways of bordering. The performance-
lecture is a negative map which has no circumscribed physical body, it configures itself in time and 
space with the given elements as only fixed parameters.
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